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Abstract:
Risk-based decision making has been always important in everyday business life. Enterprise risk management (ERM) is the state-of-the-art approach to manage risks facing an organization from system perspective. This paper provides a review of popular literature in ERM using management science approaches, and an introduction of the special issue.
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1. Introduction
We all realize that risks are endemic in practically every aspect of our lives. Risks arise from many sources, some natural (the Asian tsunami of 2004; Hurricane Katrina in 2005; the Icelandic volcanic disruption in 2010; the Japanese tsunami of 2011), some malicious caused by humans (the 1995 Sarin attack of a Japanese subway; the 9/11/2001 destruction of the World Trade Center in New York and attack on the Pentagon in Washington, D.C.; bombings of subways in Madrid in 2004, London in 2005, and Moscow in 2010), some due to interaction between human activity and nature (SARS, H1N1, Ebola outbreaks). Humans create complex systems that yield unexpected consequences [1]. Wu and Olson [2] highlighted three events directly involving risk management. One was natural, the 2010 BP oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico. The Enron financial fiasco was only one of a number of cases where business fraud adversely impacted the U.S. economy. The 2008 real estate meltdown had an even greater impact. In 2010, BP suffered an oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico that created problems for the oil business and shipping in the Gulf. We continue to live in a world with unexpected challenges threatening the global business community.
Enterprise risk management (ERM) is an integrated approach to manage risks facing an organization, seeking the most effective ways to cope with risks. It has become a vital topic in both academia and in practice during the past several decades. ERM received widespread attention following Enron and other corporate scandals, and has emerged as a new discipline. ERM is an integrated approach to manage risks facing organizations that seek the most effective means to deal with these risks.

This paper will review some use of management science in risk management, to include focus on the fields of finance and supply chain management. We will then look at the modeling perspectives of analytic models to include optimization, simulation, and the more focused applications of data mining and multiple criteria analysis. We will conclude with a review of papers in this special issue.


Many different types of models have been proposed to support risk management within organizations [3]. The traditional approach is to develop an analytic model with the intent of identifying an optimal policy [4]. Recently, Choi et al. employ data in both Scopus and ISI Web of Science to identify pioneer management science work in ERM [5]. Because of the uncertainty involved, statistical analysis and simulation is very appropriate to analyze risk. Bayesian analysis has been proposed to model information and knowledge integration within complex networks. Liu et al. provided a hierarchical Bayesian method for identification of defaulters in credit scoring [5]. Simulation was proposed in a number of studies, to include discrete-event simulation to estimate survival in financial risk management [6]. Wu and Olson used Monte Carlo simulation to evaluate risks associated with vendor selection, following up on similar modeling from many sources [7]. System dynamics models have been widely used, especially with respect to the bullwhip-effect [8] and to model environmental and network related risk issues in inventory and logistics planning [9]. Risk management focus has long been given to the field of finance, with many management science tools to aid investors and insurers. Choi [5] generalize Wu and Olson’s ERM work and methodology and term it as “W-O ERM Model”, where it is unique to categorize five types of risk property: risk uncertainty, risk dynamics, risk interconnection, risk conflict and risk dependence.

We will briefly note some recent management science models applied to three critical risk management fields: finance, supply chain management, and social issues such as environmental and health analysis. This is motivated by the European focus in recent times on the triple bottom line of profit, service, and social responsibility. Models will be further classified by modeling type, with primary categories being optimization (either analytic analysis of mathematical programming), simulation, multicriteria analysis, and data mining.

2.1 Financial Risk Modeling

The financial field is rich in applying management science tools. Some recent examples include conditional value-at-risk modeling [10], where fat-tail distributions of financial asset returns was modeled and tested on 10 S&P 500 stocks. Another financial model of supply chain risk was a
decision support system for fleet replacement capitalization which used comparison of value-at-risk of different types of vehicles [11]. Modeling financial decisions through risk scoring has been applied. Ho et al. [12] compared data envelopment analysis with traditional return on equity measures in risk scoring of over two dozen US publicly traded firms. Zhang et al. [13] used evolutionary optimization models of credit decision making. Portfolio selection has been modeled through entropy models [14] combining random and fuzzy uncertainties, focusing on the tradeoff frontier between return and risk. Thus it is obvious that emerging modeling techniques are widely applied to financial risk.

2.2 Supply Chain Risk Modeling

Other modeling approaches have been applied to the context of supply chain management. Hsieh gave an analytic model related to demand switching in supply chains [15]. Ebrahim Najid et al. provided a mixed-integer programming optimization model for supply chain contingency planning [16]. Tang et al. applied a fuzzy genetic algorithm approach to evaluate logistics strategies to lower supply chain risks [17]. Bogataj and Bogataj used parametric linear programming based on net present value to estimate supply chain vulnerability [18]. Goh et al. applied a stochastic bi-criterion algorithm to analyze a multi-stage global network problem with objectives of profit maximization and risk minimization [19]. Many studies applied analytic hierarchy process, to include recent studies such as assessment of an offshoring decision [20], the similar decision to select suppliers [21], overall supply chain risk evaluation [22], and inbound supply risk evaluation [23]. Blackhurst et al. presented a study considering multiple objectives for supplier risk assessment utilizing a generic multiple criteria analysis similar to the simple multiattribute rating theory (SMART) method [24]. Heckmann et al. provided a review of supply chain risk modeling [25]. While financial risk modeling has been around centuries longer than supply chain risk modeling, it is obvious that a great deal of research has recently been applied to supply chain risk analysis.

2.3 Social Responsibility and Risk

Social consciousness is realized as important in this era of global trade and global warming. Many management science approaches have been presented for various decisions in this domain. Cruz has presented a framework of global supply chain networks capable of considering tradeoffs in profit maximization, risk, and emissions of pollutants [26]. This approach has been extended to the supply chain decision of trading partner selection [27]. Practically every management science modeling approach has been used in the area of social responsibility. Wang and Huang [28] applied an analytic model to water allocation. Optimization models have been widely applied, to include analysis of robust investment in petroleum markets [29] and electricity markets [30, 31]. Stochastic programming has been applied incorporating both value-at-risk and conditional value-at-risk concepts in pipeline management [32]. Bivariate interval linear programming has been used to analyze environmental decision making in general [33]. Multicriteria model examples include models to classify pipeline risk [34]. Data mining analyses include application of neural network modeling and decision trees to management of occupational injury risk [35].
3. Examples of Management Science Approaches

As noted above, we view a spectrum of management science modeling, ranging from analytic models intended to identify optimal decisions under usually rather rigid assumptions, mathematical programming to optimize interacting systems, and simulation modeling enabling numerical analysis of uncertainty. This spectrum allows various power in conclusions traded off against required assumptions. There also has been a great deal of interest in the past few decades in multicriteria analysis of tradeoffs, important both in the financial context of trading off risk and return, as well as in the more general analysis of complex systems with many conflicting objectives. The past few decades have also seen tremendous growth in data mining as a tool to deal with the massive amounts of data generated by ever-changing technology. All of these modeling types have been applied to risk modeling.

3.1 Optimization Modeling Examples

We reviewed some of the many financial risk modeling examples in section 2.1, most of which tend to be of the analytic optimization type. Here we will focus on optimization modeling of risk in supply chains.

A number of analytic modeling papers have been applied. Hult et al. provided one example of real options theory applied to supply chain risk analysis [36]. Demarzo et al. [37] analytical modeled dynamic incentive contracting in analysis of optimal contracting policies. Nejad and Kuzgunkaya [38] applied analytic modeling to risk management in a supply chain context seeking robust design.

Mathematical programming has often been used to support risk management. In the supply chain field, Sawik [39] used mixed integer programming to model a dynamic supply chain portfolio problem of supplier selection and order allocation. Integer linear programming was used by Micheli et al. [40] for supply chain management under risk, as did Nejad et al [41]. Käki et al. [42] used stochastic programming for supply chain planning.

3.2 Simulation Modeling Examples

Simulation modeling allows any assumptions, pretty much the opposite of optimization modeling. However, optimization modeling enables proving things, at least for the domain covered by what the model assumes, while simulation can’t. Thus there is a fundamental tradeoff.

An example of simulation modeling of a financial decision within supply chains was provided by Hua et al. [43], who analyzed operational interactions among supply chain members facing bankruptcy propagation. Hong and Lee [44] used Monte Carlo simulation of a supplier selection decision in a spot market, enabling allocation of orders to improve profitability and robustness. DEA value-at-risk modeling has been proposed as a tool to aid in vendor selection through a Monte Carlo simulation model [45]. There have been a number of agent-based simulation models within supply chain domains enabling a means of addressing complexity [46,
Wakolbinger and Cruz [48] gave an overview framework of supply chain network information and risk sharing.

3.3 Multicriteria Modeling

There are many multiple criteria methods. Some focus on selection from a given set of alternatives. There are a plethora of methods of this type. One in analytic hierarchy process, which was used in [50] to select appropriate suppliers supported by genetic algorithms. Another is PROMETHEE, an outranking method, applied in [51] in a decision support system to rank banks while considering multiple factors. ELECTRE is a closely related outranking method, applied in [51] for evaluating credit institutions for probability of default. Multicriteria mathematical programming combines consideration of multiple objectives with optimization. Yu and Goh [52] presented such a model to evaluate supply chain visibility and risk.

3.4 Data Mining

Data mining has emerged as a very active field applied to practically every field of science. There is a wide variety of data mining tools available, and a number of different techniques in an evolving area of research. A classical data mining application is credit approval classification. Chaudhuri [53] gave a current application in this field using fuzzy support vector machines. Wu et al. [54] applied decision trees, neural networks and logistic regression to accounts receivable risk analysis. Text mining deals with words rather than numbers. Groth and Muntermann [55] applied text mining to the financial services industry. Another emerging field is process mining, applied to compliance checking [56] and enterprise risk management in general [57] in recent studies.

4. Contents of the Special Issue

This issue begins with a literature review of climate policy modeling. Wei [58] used keyword analysis to identify the following topics in climate policy modeling:

1. Integrated assessment of climate policies,
2. Climate change uncertainty,
3. Temporal and spatial equity,
4. Technological change endogeneity,
5. Abatement mechanisms for greenhouse gases, and
6. Climate policy enterprise risk.

Three analytic modeling papers are included. Qi [59] modeled supply chain risk mitigation considering expedited shipping, demonstrating how the optimal mitigation strategy is affected. Luo [60] applied orthogonal GARCH, Markov switching, and exponentially weighted moving average models to hedge funds, and used sensitivity analysis to identify the impact of different parameter assumptions. Mersifonluoglu [61] analytically modeled supply chain portfolio procurement decisions, comparing forward contracts, option contracts, and spot purchases. Risk
neutral and risk averse objectives were considered, and optimal properties developed under assumption of normality.

Simulation models also appear. These are of three different types. Pinior [62] applied traditional Monte Carlo simulation to dairy contamination, which identified the most vulnerable milk producers to whom control measures would be the most effective. Spinler [63] gave a system dynamics model to examine operational risk impact within supply chain networks. Shen [64] used human subjects in a behavioral simulation of fashion industry practitioners. Huang[65] consider Dual sourcing and backup production as two operational strategies for firms to mitigate supply risk.

5. Conclusions

Overall, this special issue includes a gamut of modeling variety of enterprise risk management. Both optimization and simulation appear. The editors of this special issue have been involved in writing a number of recent books on enterprise risk management including [2,3]. We view risk management to be an evolving field, based on financial enterprise risk management, but expanding into risk management of supply chains and analysis of social issues. Management science modeling tools of every kind have been applied, to include analytic modeling to identify optimal decisions, mathematical programming optimization, simulation modeling to reflect inherent risk, multicriteria models reflecting tradeoffs in today’s world, and data mining to take advantage of the widespread growth in data. The papers in this special issue demonstrate the variety of modeling tools available to support enterprise risk management.
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